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BILL ANALYSIS AND FISCAL IMPACT REPORT 
Rick Homans, Secretary, Taxation and Revenue Department 

 
November 20, 2009 

 
Bill:  179321.1SA Sponsor:   Related Bills:   
 
Short Title:  PIT Simplification 
 
Description: The proposed legislation allows TRD to base look-up tables on Tax Table Income, 
incorporating in the look-up tables the standard deduction, personal exemption, the low- and middle-
income exemption and tax rates; defines “Tax Table Income” to be adjusted gross income (AGI) plus 
adjustments and less exemptions and deductions, except the standard deduction, personal exemptions and 
the low- and middle-income exemption; bases the phase-out of the low- and middle-income exemption on 
Tax Table Income rather than AGI; “decouples” the regular standard deduction and personal exemption 
amounts from the federal amounts (at their 2010 levels); “decouples” the personal exemption phase out 
from the federal amounts; simplifies the definition of “Modified Gross Income” and  correspondingly 
adjusts LICTR; indexes tax brackets, LICTR, and the low- and middle-income exemption for inflation; 
and updates the Income Tax Act, removing obsolete language and clarifying definitions and rules. 
 
Effective Date:  Tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2010 
 

Estimated Revenue Impact* 
FY2010 FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY 10-14 

R or 
NR** 

 
Fund(s) Affected 

0 *** *** *** ***    0 R General Fund 

* In thousands of dollars. Parentheses ( ) indicate a revenue loss.  ** Recurring (R) or Non-Recurring (NR). 
*** The bill is designed to be very close to revenue neutral in all years. 

 
Policy Issues:  The bill would simplify the personal income tax, reducing the time taxpayers devote to 
record keeping, tax return preparation, return filing, and out-of-pocket payments to return preparers. The 
bill would also increase the fairness of the income tax, primarily by indexing the provisions of current law 
that are not currently indexed (rate brackets, the low- and middle-income exemption, and LICTR). 
 
Technical Issues:   
 
Administrative Impact:  The income tax forms and instructions would need to be revised, and computer 
systems updated. 
 
Effect of Proposal:  Most taxpayers will be able to determine their income tax from the look-up tables 
using only their filing status, number of personal exemptions, and federal AGI.  Itemizers will deduct the 
excess of their federal itemized deductions over the standard deduction, and the extra standard deductions 
for the elderly and blind will be preserved.   
 
For taxpayers eligible for refundable rebates or credits, the computation of modified gross income will be 
much easier and require less record keeping.   
 
The simplification achieved by the proposal is illustrated by the tax forms on pages 6 and 7. 
 
The proposal would make the personal income tax fairer over time because it would be indexed for 
inflation.  Currently, rate brackets, the low- and middle-income exemption, and LICTR lose value over 
time due to inflation, effectively imposing a tax increase due to inflation.  Indexing of these amounts 
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would begin in 2011, using 2010 as the base year for indexing and an inflation adjustment factor of the 
percentage change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) less 1% (“CPI - 1”). The CPI overstates the effect 
of inflation on taxpayers’ purchasing power because it does not take into account their ability to change 
purchasing patterns to mitigate the effect of price increases; using an inflation adjustment factor of CPI 
less 1% adjusts for this behavioral change and ensures that the revenue cost of indexing will be no greater 
than it is under current law. 
 
Decoupling from the federal standard deduction and personal exemption amounts provides greater 
flexibility in designing New Mexico family- and child-related tax benefits.  Decoupling from the federal 
standard deduction would also enable the State to make explicit decisions regarding whether to adopt (and 
therefore incur revenue losses associated with) special federal standard deductions. The personal 
exemption and standard deduction amounts would be indexed using the inflation adjustment factor CPI-1. 
 
Description - Detailed Discussion:  New authority would allow TRD to develop tax look-up tables that 
take into account the standard deduction, personal exemptions, and the low- and middle-income 
exemption (for taxpayers and dependents), so that taxpayers would not have to calculate these amounts.   
 
Tax table income (used for the lookup tables) would be defined as: AGI plus NM additions to AGI less: 
(a) the excess of itemized deductions over the standard deduction, (b) NM subtractions (e.g., interest on 
NM state & local bonds, capital gains) and (c) NM uncompensated medical care deduction.  
 
The low- and middle-income exemption is modified so that it phases out with “tax table income” rather 
than AGI.   
 
Taxable income is determined in the same manner as “net income” under current law, except that the 
amount of the regular standard deduction and personal exemption, which are now coupled to the federal 
amounts, would be “decoupled” at their 2010 levels.  The personal exemption phase out would also be 
“decoupled” from federal law. 
 
The definition of “modified gross income” (MGI), which is used to determine eligibility for refundable 
rebates and credits (including LICTR), is amended so that MGI is simply federal adjusted gross income 
(AGI) plus social security and railroad retirement benefits excluded from AGI.  So that very low- income 
taxpayers would not be adversely affected by the change in the definition of MGI, LICTR is modified 
such that the credit amount is constant below $4,500 of income (the income level at which LICTR begins 
to phase out under current law). 
 
The allowance of a LICTR exemption for children who are not dependents because the taxpayer does not 
meet the support test due to public assistance is repealed because it is no longer needed due to changes in 
the federal definition of a dependent child. 
 
The standard deduction, personal exemption, tax brackets, low- and middle-income exemption, and 
LICTR would be adjusted for inflation beginning in 2011, using an inflation adjustment factor of CPI-1%. 
 
“Net income” is no longer used to define taxable income, requiring some conforming changes in several 
sections of the Income Tax Act. 
 
The special tax rate calculation for lump-sum amounts is repealed. 
 
A new section is added to the Tax Administration Act that describes general rules for inflation indexing of 
the dollar value of an amount used to specify a tax, credit, rebate, or other provision. 
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Several definitions are added while some are deleted and some other obsolete language (e.g., concerning 
pre-1991 net operating losses) is removed. 
 
See the “Section-by-Section Description” attached to this review. 
 
Background Information:   
 
Taxable (“net”) income is computed under current law as follows: 
 

Start with federal AGI 
 
+ NM additions (e.g., interest on federally tax-exempt bonds) 
 
-  Federal standard or itemized deductions 

 
-  Federal personal exemption amount 
 
-  NM low- and middle-income exemption 
 
-  NM subtractions (e.g., interest on NM state and local bonds, capital gains) 
 
-  NM uncompensated medical care deduction 
 
= NM taxable income 
 

Tax liability is then computed at graduated rates that range from 1.7% to 4.9%.   
 
Tax credits and rebates are then computed and subtracted from tax liability.  Most credits are 
nonrefundable.  Refundable rebates and credits (except the Working Families Tax Credit) are based on 
“Modified Gross Income” (MGI). 
 
Withholding and estimated payments are applied. 
 
Taxpayers compute their tax due or refund. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Progressivity is achieved primarily through certain family- and child-related tax benefits: 

• Standard deduction 
• Personal exemptions 
• NM low- and middle-income exemption 
• Graduated rates 
• LICTR 

 
The following three graphs illustrate how these family- and child-related tax benefits contribute to 
progressivity.  The first graph shows the dollar value of each of these benefits for a family of four at 
income levels up to $100,000 (the computations are made using the top rate of 4.9%).  The second and 
third graphs show these dollar amounts expressed as a percentage of income. 
 
The Working Families Tax Credit also adds to progressivity.  This credit is 10% of the federal EITC 
amount, and is only available to families with earned income.   
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Income Tax Benefits of Family and Child Related Tax Provisions

for a Married Couple with Two Children

(Computed using top rate of 4.9%)
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Income Taxes as a Percentage of Income for a Married Couple with Two Children 

(Computed using top rate of 4.9%)
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Low Income Comprehensive Tax Rebate (LICTR) as a Percentage of Income for a 

Married Couple with Two Children
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Section-by-Section Description 
 

Section 1 (page 1, line 17 to page 3, line 3).  Adds a new section (INDEXING AMOUNTS 
FOR INFLATION) to the Tax Administration Act (TAA) that describes general rules for 
inflation indexing of the dollar value of an amount used to specify a tax, credit, rebate, or other 
provision.  Inflation indexing factors are based on changes in the consumer price index (CPI).  
After adjustment by the inflation indexing factor, amounts would be rounded according to their 
size; for example, amounts under $500 would be rounded to the nearest $1, amounts between 
$500 and $5,000 would be rounded to the nearest $5, etc. 
 
Note that this new section of the TAA does not result in inflation indexing of any amount in 
any current statute; it only provides the rules by which inflation indexing is computed if a tax, 
credit, or other statute provides for inflation indexing under this section. 
 
Section 2 (pages 3, line 4 to page 13, line 25).  This section amends Section 7-2-2, 
DEFINITIONS, of the Income Tax Act.  There are four categories of changes to definitions: 
(1) changes related to describing how “taxable income” is computed; (2) the change in the 
definition of “modified gross income”; (3) new and deleted definitions; and (4) cleanup of 
existing definitions. 

(1)  Changes related to describing how “taxable income” is computed.  These changes 
clarify the computation of taxable income by explicitly listing the adjustments (exemptions and 
deductions) from tax table income to New Mexico taxable income.   

(2)  The change in the definition of “modified gross income”.  The new definition 
makes “modified gross income” the sum of federal adjusted gross income (AGI) and social 
security and railroad retirement benefits not included in AGI. 

(3)  New and deleted definitions.  The definition of “dependent” is added (it had 
appeared elsewhere in the Income Tax Act), as are the definitions of “personal exemption” and 
“first year resident”.  The concept of “net income” is not needed in the new computation of 
taxable income, so its definition is deleted.  Likewise, the definition of “lump-sum amount” is 
deleted because under current rates there is no need for a separate computation of the tax on 
lump-sum amounts.  The definition of “person” is deleted, because the term is already defined 
in the TAA which governs the Income Tax Act.  A new definition is added for “tax table 
income”, and due to decoupling from federal law, definitions are added for “itemized 
deduction” and “personal exemption”.  

(4)  Cleanup of existing definitions.  Several definitions are amended to conform with 
other changes or with current standards for statutory language, and to bring all the definitions 
related to “filing status” together. 

 
Section 3 (page 14, lines 1 to 10).  Makes conforming and cleanup changes to Section 7-2-3, 
IMPOSITION AND LEVY OF TAX. 
 
Section 4 (page 14, line 11 to page 15, line 17).  Adds a new section (7-2-3.1, ADDITIONS 
TO BASE INCOME) to the Income Tax Act, as part of the changes related to describing how 
tax table income is computed. 
 
Section 5 (page 15, line 18 to page 17, line 9).  Amends Section 7-2-4 (EXEMPTIONS) as part 
of the changes related to describing how taxable income is computed. 
 
Section 6 (page 17, line 10 to page 19, line 15).  Makes conforming and cleanup changes to 
Section 7-2-5.2, EXEMPTION—INCOME OF PERSONS SIXTY-FIVE AND OLDER OR 
BLIND. 
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Section 7 (page 19, line 16 to page 20, line 7).  Makes cleanup changes to Section 7-2-5.5, 
EXEMPTION—EARNINGS BY INDIANS, THEIR INDIAN SPOUSES AND INDIAN 
DEPENDENTS ON INDIAN LANDS. 
 
Section 8 (page 20, lines 8 to 20).  Makes cleanup changes to Section 7-2-5.6, EXEMPTION—
MEDICAL CARE SAVINGS ACCOUNTS. 
 
Section 9 (page 20, line 21 to page 21, line 3).  Makes cleanup changes to Section 7-2-5.7, 
EXEMPTION—INCOME OF INDIVIDUALS ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF AGE OR 
OLDER. 
 
Section 10 (page 21, line 4 to page 23, line 11).  Makes conforming and cleanup changes to 
Section 7-2-5.9, EXEMPTION—UNREIMBURSED OR UNCOMPENSATED MEDICAL 
CARE EXPENSES OF INDIVIDUALS SIXTY-FIVE YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER. 
 
Section 11 (page 23, lines 12 to 19).  Makes conforming changes to Section 7-2-5.10, 
EXEMPTION—NEW MEXICO NATIONAL GUARD MEMBER PREMIUMS PAID FOR 
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE. 
 
Section 12 (page 23, line 20 to page 24, line 2).  Makes cleanup changes to Section 7-2-5.11, 
EXEMPTION—ARMED FORCES SALARIES. 
 
Section 13 (page 24, line 3 to page 26, line 5).  Amends Section 7-2-7, INDIVIDUAL 
INCOME TAX RATES, by repealing the special computation of tax on lump-sum amounts 
and specifies indexing of tax brackets.  
 
Section 14 (page 26, lines 6 to 21).  Amends Section 7-2-7.1, TAX TABLES, to extend the 
authority of the Secretary of Taxation and Revenue to require the use of tables for the 
computation of tax.  Also makes conforming changes. 
 
Section 15 (page 26, line 22 to page 29, line 17).  Makes conforming changes to Section 7-2-9, 
TAX COMPUTATION – ALTERNATIVE METHOD. 

 
Section 16 (page 29, line 18 to page 32, line 21).  Makes conforming and cleanup changes to 
Section 7-2-11, TAX CREDIT—INCOME ALLOCATION AND APPORTIONMENT. 
 
Section 17 (page 32, line 22 to page 34, line 7).  Amends Section 7-2-12, TAXPAYER 
RETURNS—PAYMENT OF TAX by a paragraph describing the requirement that taxpayers 
use the same filing status for New Mexico income tax purposes that they use (or would have 
used, if they had filed) on their federal income tax return.  Also makes cleanup changes. 
 
Section 18 (page 34, lines 8 to 22).  Makes a conforming change to Section 7-2-12.1, 
LIMITATION ON CLAIMING OF CREDITS AND TAX REBATES. 
 
Section 19 (page 34, line 23 to page 35, line 17).  Makes conforming and cleanup changes to 
Section 7-2-13, CREDIT FOR TAXES PAID OTHER STATES BY RESIDENT 
INDIVIDUALS. 
 
Section 20 (page 35, line 18 to page 39, line 20).  Makes deletes obsolete language from 
Section 7-2-14, LOW-INCOME COMPREHENSITVE TAX REBATE, modifies the credit 
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amount for very low-income taxpayers, and specifies indexing of the low-income 
comprehensive tax rebate.  
 
Section 21 (page 39, line 21 to page 40, line 13).  Makes conforming and cleanup changes to 
Section 7-2-32, DEDUCTION—PAYMENTS INTO EDUCATION TRUST FUND. 
 
Section 22 (page 40, line 14 to page 41, line 21).  Makes a conforming change and deletes 
obsolete language from Section 7-2-34, DEDUCTION—NET CAPITAL GAIN INCOME. 
 
Section 23 (page 41, line 22 to page 45, line 14).  Makes conforming and cleanup changes to 
Section 7-2-35, DEDUCTION—UNREIMBURSED OR UNCOMPENSATED MEDICAL 
CARE EXPENSES. 
 
Section 24 (page 45, line 15 to page 46, line12).  Makes conforming and cleanup changes to 
section 7-2-36, DEDUCTION—EXPENSES RELATED TO ORGAN DONATION. 
 
Section 25 (page 46, line 13 to page 47, lines 12).  Adds a new section (7-2-37, 
DEDUCTION—ITEMIZED OR SPECIAL STANDARD DEDUCTIONS) to the Income Tax 
Act that provides for the deduction of an amount equal to federal itemized deductions in excess 
of the standard deduction (if itemized deductions exceed the standard deduction allowed under 
Section 7-2-38) or itemized deductions (if itemized deductions do not exceed the standard 
deduction allowed under Section 7-2-38), or the amount of their extra federal standard 
deduction for the elderly and blind.  For a dependent taxpayer, the new deduction is the amount 
they are allowed as a standard or itemized deduction on their federal return. 
 
Section 26 (page 47, line 13 to page 48, line 8).  Adds a new section (7-2-38, DEDUCTION—
STANDARD DEDUCTION) to the Income Tax Act that sets standard deduction amounts 
equal to the 2010 federal standard deduction amounts and stipulates indexing standard 
deduction amounts pursuant to the Income Tax Act beginning in 2011. 
 
Section 27 (page 48, line 9 to page 49, line 5).  Adds a new section (7-2-39, DEDUCTION—
PERSONAL EXEMPTION AMOUNT) to the Income Tax Act that sets the per exemption 
amount equal to the 201 federal personal exemption amount and stipulates indexing the per 
exemption amount pursuant to the Income Tax Act beginning in 2011.   
 
Section 28 (page 49, line 6 to page 51, line 18).  Adds a new section (7-2-40, DEDUCTION—
ADDITIONAL PERSONAL EXEMPTION AMOUNT FOR LOW- AND MIDDLE-INCOME 
TAXPAYERS) to the Income Tax Act that alters the low- and middle-income exemption such 
that the per exemption phase out is sequential.   
 
Section 29 (page 51, line 19 to page 54, line 7).  Adds a new section (7-2-41, DEDUCTION—
ADDITIONAL PERSONAL EXEMPTION AMOUNT FOR LOW- AND MIDDLE-INCOME 
TAXPAYERS) to the Income Tax Act.  This section replaces section 7-2-5.8 and amends it to 
base the phase out on “tax table income”. 
 
Section 30 (page 54, lines 8 to 16).  Makes conforming changes to Section 7-4-3 
(ALLOCATION AND APPORTIONMENT OF INCOME IN GENERAL). 
 
Section 31 (page 54, lines 17 to 18).  Repeals Section 7-2-5.8, EXEMPTION FOR LOW- 
AND MIDDLE-INCOME TAXPAYERS. 
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Section 32 (page 54, lines 19 to 21).  Makes the provisions of the bill applicable to taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 2010. 


